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Shorb gives 'pretty long lead time' before
leaving Methodist hospital system
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His successor has been in the wings since January, which has probably generated
speculation about when Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare president and chief
executive officer Gary Shorb will retire from the Memphis-based hospital system he’s
led since 2001, Shorb acknowledged last week.

But Shorb, 62, added that two years would be on the short end of a “pretty long lead
time” before he gives up his office in a Union Avenue building across Bellevue from
Memphis University Hospital.

And, like health care executives nationwide, he has an array of heavyweight issues
on the plate for Methodist, a 12,000-worker organization holding a grand opening for
its eighth hospital, in Olive Branch, on Wednesday. .

Shorb and Chris Coleman, a staff attorney for the Tennessee Justice Center in
Nashville, said Tennessee appears to have missed the chance to begin getting
payments for Medicaid expansion when the federal dollars start flowing Jan. 1. That’s
because Gov. Bill Haslam continues trying to persuade the federal government to
allow Tennessee to use $9 billion dollars over 10 years for private insurance instead
of Medicaid expansion.

Coleman said that based on budget projections for TennCare, the state’s version of
Medicaid, Tennessee will lose $2.8 million in federal health care dollars a day. July 1
of next year appears to be the next target date, they said. Meanwhile, the state of
Arkansas on Aug. 8 officially filed its application to expand health care through private
insurance.

Hospitals that treat larger numbers of uninsured and poor patients including
Methodist, which is the state’s biggest TennCare provider, and the Regional Medical
Center will be squeezed. That’s because there would be no expansion of Medicaid in
Tennessee and there would be a reduction in Medicare reimbursements under the
Affordable Care Act as well as payments for hospitals.

The result for Methodist could be continuing to try to shift the cost to the commercial
market, for those with private health care coverage, or just continuing to drive costs
down.
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A government filing in 2009 for Methodist’s new hospital in Olive Branch shows huge
markups on the health costs, such as charging $2,855 for an MRI that costs $379
and $98,165 for open-heart surgery that costs $23,171. Shorb said that there are a
number of conflicting goals that cause charges to be inflated.Hospital payments
under most commercial contracts range from an average of 38 to 44 percent of
charges, with Medicare paying less than that and Medicaid even less.

“What we really need to do, honestly, is just blow it up and start over,” Shorb said.

IRS filings for 2011 show that Shorb’s total compensation stood at $1.7 million while
his counterpart at Baptist Memorial Health Care, president and CEO Stephen C.
Reynolds, was listed as $3.2 million.

Consultants determine the market for salaries and the system’s board of directors set
them for Methodist’s senior executives, Shorb said.

“The thing that I think everybody has to keep in mind is...we run big enterprises and
you want really good talent,” Shorb said.

His presumed successor is Methodist’s executive vice president and chief operating
officer, Michael Ugwueke, who filled the post left vacant for about four years.
Ugwueke, 55, was promoted from serving simultaneously as senior vice president of
Methodist North and Methodist South hospitals.

Following are excerpts about these issues and others from an interview with Shorb
last week. More details from the interview are available with this story online at
commercialappeal.com

Q: When you say missed the window, what do you mean?

A: I think there was an opportunity to expand 1 January 2014....So the earliest I think
at this point would be 1 July. So I think we’ll miss six months.Here’s the dilemma. The
dilemma is, if it doesn’t, let’s assume that all efforts are made and despite the efforts,
can’t get it done. Medicare, in the Affordable Care Act, there are pretty significant
reductions in Medicare reimbursement, especially hospitals who take care of
disproportionately large numbers of Medicaid and uninsured patients. The Med being
the most prominent, us being also heavily dependent upon those extra
reimbursements from Medicare.Those start to go away, and the rationale for that
was one, they needed the funding to expand coverage to the expanded population of
Medicaid patients. And with that expansion, there should be additional revenue that
would offset the losses.Well, you don’t expand, you don’t get the revenue, but the
cuts are going through nationwide, no matter what. So particularly hard hit will be
those hospitals who really have depended upon those dollars for some time.

Q: That includes Methodist?

A: Yeah, big time. We’ll do as much indigent care in terms of admissions as The Med
does every year, this year. Now, big difference is as a percentage of our total
business, it’s a much smaller percent. The Med, it’s a third of their business, for us
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it’s 9 or 10 percent. So we have a lot of extra business that covers the cost of those
patients. The Med doesn’t have that working in their favor, so they really need those
dollars. We need them too, but The Med is very dependent upon them.

Q: I was shocked to see that 50 percent of Tennessee children are covered by
TennCare.

A: So 60 percent of the kids who come to Le Bonheur are Medicaid or TennCare. For
us as a health system, it’s almost 20 percent, when you consider the uninsured and
the Medicaid population. So it’s a big percentage of our business and Ruthann’s
point, ... we’re the biggest TennCare-Medicaid provider in the state.

Q: Hospitals prefer private insurance to Medicaid expansion?

A: Well, yes. The reimbursement, if you covered the population with private
insurance, the reimbursement would be higher than with the Medicaid, typical
Medicaid reimbursement. So yeah, all the providers would say, well, if you can get
that population covered with commercial rates, that’s wonderful. But, at a minimum,
we need to have that population covered with Medicaid rates. So, either way it goes,
we’re happy. The worse case is they don’t get covered at all and we’ll still take the
reimbursement hits.

Q: What’s your contingency plan at Methodist if there is no Medicaid expansion in
Tennessee?

A: Well, there’s two things we can do. One is to shift the cost, continue to try to shift
the cost, into the commercial market. So that, you know, these premium rates for
folks like the insured folks at The Commercial Appeal would have to go up even
higher.Or secondly, just continue to drive costs out of the system to try to make up
for it. And you know we’re a $1.5 billion enterprise, so we’ve got some opportunities
there, but for an organization like The Med or small rural hospitals, on the cost side,
it’s much more difficult to pull off. So it’s just a harder business proposition for them.

Q: What would that mean to your organization to have to cut costs?

A: Well, it means job displacement, layoffs. It means re-evaluating some of the
services that we currently provide. It would not mean anything Draconian, like
hospital closures, in our particular system. In some of the rural hospital
environments, it could mean hospital closures. And rural hospitals have been very
clear in telling their representatives and the governor that.So, I mean we’re talking
about a lot of money. We’re talking about $9 billion over 10 years that the state would
forego getting in federal dollars, that would just go somewhere else, but they won’t
come to Tennessee. So that’s the big economic downside.

Q: Do you find that even imaginable?

A: I don’t. I really don’t. I just... it’s a very difficult, to me, thing to understand, or to
even imagine as you’re saying. To get to the point where we’re going to say we’re not
going to take this federal money, especially for the first three years, where 100
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percent of the population is covered by federal dollars. I mean there is no state
exposure financially. After that, the state begins to pick up the tab up to 10 percent of
the total. But still, it’s 90 percent federally funded. That’s a pretty good way to get a
lot of folks health insurance.You know the downside of not having health insurance.
We see it all the time. People wait too long. They don’t feel good. They know they
have some chronic illness. They can’t get their medications. They wait too long to
come to the hospital. They get to the hospital much sicker, and the cost of their care
is much, much higher. Which again, the commercial market picks up those costs
because of the whole economic model right now of cost shifting onto the commercial
market.

Q: Since you mentioned health care costs and cost shifting, the certificate of need
Methodist filed for the Olive Branch hospital in 2009 reported these costs and
charges: The cost of an MRI was $379 and the charge was $2,855. The cost of
cardiac catheterization was listed as $3,067 and the charge was $24,206. The cost of
open-heart surgery was listed as $23,171 and the charge was $98, 165.

A: Crazy.

Q: Costs are a huge controversy right now. How do you explain this to people?

A: It really is hard to explain the whole charge structure and have anybody who isn’t
familiar with how this business works make s any sense out of it. I will tell you this,
that there are a number of kind of conflicting goals out there.One of them is Medicare
itself. So Medicare comes and audits you. One of their audits is that if your charges
are lower than what you’re reimbursed for Medicare, which based on what you’ve just
described is hard to believe, but it does happen. Then Medicare takes the difference
back. So one, you’re incented by the government to make sure your charges are
higher than what they’re reimbursing, so that inflates the charge structure. Secondly,
all of the Medicaid, indigent figures we just described, all of that is paid from the
commercial market. So providers everywhere are incented to continue to raise their
rates so those few opportunities that are still out there to get reimbursed on a percent
of charges, which are dwindling, versus on a fixed payment for a diagnostic-related
group, which is how Medicare pays typically and increasingly how insurance pays,
that incents everybody to inflate charges. To the point where charges don’t mean
anything anymore. I mean, you know those examples you just gave just prove the
case.I mean it’s just gotten to be kind of a game of how do we make this whole thing
work out financially. What we really need to do, honestly, is just blow it all up and start
over. Now getting that done is a real challenge, because it’s been wired together so
piecemeal that unwiring it is very unlikely, without some kind of national reform, I
mean something really significantly drastic. Now another thing that’s happening that’s
going to result in a lot more attention being paid to charges is the fact that, and to
really to what we agreed to on commercial plans is the fact that some of the large
employers in town are moving to higher deductibles and copays. So people like you
and me are going to be highly incented to pay attention to what is this going to cost
me, and where can I go to get it done less expensively. So that’s on everybody’s
radar screen....Most of the commercial contracts are anywhere from a 38 to 44
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percent of charges. That’s what we get paid. Medicare, less than that, Medicaid even
less than that.

Q: So the charge is 44 percent for that MRI?

A: Of our charges. So in your particular examples that we gave for Mississippi the
thing you have to look at is your deductible is really what the insurance company has
negotiated to be the charge and not what the hospital typical charge is. Which it
makes it even more confusing.

Q: Methodist’s IRS 990 form for 2011 lists your total compensation at $1.7 million.
Baptist Memorial Health Care’s form lists total compensation for your counterpart,
president and CEO Stephen C. Reynolds, as $3.2 million. How does a nonprofit
hospital calculate compensation for folks like you?

A: All of us use a third party to come up with what is the market for salaries. One of
the things that we have to be sure we do is pay at a range that is fair and equitable
and market competitive. And the board has total control and oversight of the process,
the consultant reports to the board, not to management. So we don’t control our own,
at the senior level, we don’t control our own salaries. And it’s purely a compensation
committee and a board decision...

Q: Does it make it more difficult to you, to explain how you need to cut costs and in
conversations about out-of-control health costs?

A: It really is. The thing that I think everybody has to keep in mind is you want, we run
big enterprises, and you want really good talent. And these are complex
organizations with, as we’ve already discussed, complex business models and
complex problem solving. So we need the best and the brightest that work to lead the
organization. I wouldn’t include necessarily myself in that, but my team is definitely
part of that and the compensation committee doesn’t just look at my salary but looks
at the whole spectrum of salaries for senior executives.

Shorb's possible successor

Born in Nigeria, Michael Ugwueke said he witnessed carnage when that country was
engulfed by civil war in the 1960s, but he recalled feeling completely helpless after
his younger brother’s death from an illness. The experience led him to want to
become a doctor.

Ugwueke (pronounced You-WICK-ee), 55, didn’t make it to medical school after he
arrived in the United States in 1980. But in January he became next in line to head
Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare by becoming executive vice president and chief
operating officer for Methodist.

“I was overwhelmed by the level of confidence from (president and CEO Gary Shorb)
and the board to entrust me with a job this big,” Ugwueke said.

His father owned a construction company in Enugu, Nigeria, his mother was a
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homemaker and he had four brothers. Making his way to the United States at age 21,
Ugwueke said he worked his way through Shaw College in North Carolina, earning a
degree in pre-med biology. But he didn’t have the resources for medical school.
Instead, he earned a master’s of public health from Emory University and a doctorate
in health administration from the Medical University of South Carolina.
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